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Opening your safe for the first time
Mechanical Dial Lock:

If the safe is in the unlocked position the door will open by turning the
handle clockwise until it stops. Then pull door open.
If safe is in the locked position then please follow the directions below:

Operating your Mechanical Dial Lock:
Important Notes:
•Turn the dial slowly and evenly.
•Do not over rotate past a number. If an
error is made, start from the beginning.
•Always view the dial straight on, not at an
angle.

Use the Opening Index located at the twelve o’clock position.
1) Turn the dial LEFT(counterclockwise), passing the first number in
your combination three times. Then stop exactly on the number the
FOURTH time around.
2) Turn the dial RIGHT(clockwise), passing your second number in the
combination two times. Then stop exactly on the number the THIRD
time around.
3) Turn the dial LEFT(counterclockwise), passing the last number in the
combination one time. Then stop exactly on the number the SECOND
time around.
4) Turn the dial RIGHT(clockwise) until the dial stops completely. Then
turn the safe handle clockwise to open the door.
To lock the safe: Close the door. Turn the handle counterclockwise until
it stops. Spin the dial FOUR complete turns either direction. Turn the safe
handle to be sure the safe is locked.
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Use, Care, & Maintenance
MANUAL DIAL LOCKS:
Once per year, have a certified lock technician service your lock.
INTERNAL LOCKING MECHANISM:
The internal locking mechanism does not require maintenance.
However, if there is a sudden change in feel or operation of the
safe or lock, please contact a certified lock or safe technician for
immediate service.
HINGES:
Once per year, lubricate the ball bearing hinges with a silicone
spray.
EXTERIOR CLEANING:
Use a soft cloth like a microfiber cloth with a mild cleaner (i.e.,
window cleaner) to clean the exterior of the safe. Make sure to wipe
dry and never use harsh cleaners. Wipe around logos and graphics
gently.
CHROME LOCKING BOLTS:
We recommend lubricating the chrome locking bolts once a year
with a little Vaseline or other petroleum based lubricant.
MOISTURE / HUMIDITY:
We recommend that you use some form of a dehumidifier to
control the level of moisture inside the safe.
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Installing Your Floor Safe

Pre-Installation Notes:
The floor safe is not water tight or water proof. Caution should be
taken when selecting a location.
If the safe is in a place where water might run into the safe, then
raise the safe slightly above the floor and taper the concrete up to
the dust cover.
Make sure you position the safe so that you may access the lock and
that the door may be opened fully.
Installing the safe when pouring a new concrete slab:
Have the foundation contractor block out a hole with wooden
forms as a place holder for where the safe will be located. Make sure
the hole is three (3) to six (6) inches larger in both the width and
depth dimensions of the safe.
After the foundation, wall framing, and roofing are complete,
install the safe using the “Installing in an exisiting concrete slab”
instuctions on page 7.
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Installing Your Floor Safe -Continued

Installing in an existing concrete slab:
Step 1) Place the dust cover on top of the safe and duct tape it so
that it is secure.

Step 2) Wrap the safe and the dust cover in a heavy duty plastic bag
or sheet to make it water resistant. Set aside until Step 6.
Step 3) Select a location for the safe.
Step 4) Cut a hole in the concrete slab three (3) to six (6) inches
larger then the safe’s total width and total depth dimensions.
Step 5) Dig the dirt out of the hole three (3) to six (6) inches deeper
then the safe’s total height dimension with the dust cover installed.
Step 6) Mix concrete and fill the bottom of the hole with three (3)
to five (5) inches of concrete.
Step 7) Place the plastic wrapped safe in the hole and push the safe
down until the top is level with the finished floor or desired level.
Step 8) Finish pouring concrete to fill the hole. Be careful not to
disturb the safe’s position.
Step 9) Smooth the concrete even with the surrounding slab and
the safe’s dust cover.
Step 10) Allow the concrete to set and dry for at least 48 hours.
Step 11) Trim away the plastic, tape, and any excess concrete.
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Warranty
FS SERIES
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Tracker Safe hereby warrants to the original purchaser that each new safe will be covered for
damage caused by a fire, break-in, or an attempted break-in during the lifetime of the original
purchaser if the homeowner’s insurance policy will not cover the damage. Tracker Safe hereby
warrants to the original purchaser that each new safe will be free from defects in materials and
craftsmanship for one (1) year. This warranty applies only to safes located in the United States and
that have been used for Residential use only.
Lock: The safe’s lock is warranted to be free from defects in materials and craftsmanship for a
period of one (1) year from the date of purchase by the lock manufacturer.
Safe Contents: This warranty only applies to the Tracker Safe itself; the warranty does not extend to
the personal property stored in the safe.
Tracker Safe’s obligation under this Limited Lifetime Warranty is contingent upon proper use,
installation, and maintenance of the safe and does not apply to the safe or parts that have been
misused, neglected, or exposed to unreasonable wear and tear, or exposed to unusual or extreme
environments. Modifying or changing the safe in ways that alter or effect the safe’s intended
operation or use will void this warranty. Failure to bolt the safe to the floor using the factory predrilled holes voids this warranty. The decision to repair a safe in purchaser’s home, at the factory,
or to replace the safe, is solely that of Tracker Safe. If the safe is to be repaired at the factory or
replaced, Tracker Safe will pay for the freight back to the factory. The purchaser is responsible for
packaging and palletizing the safe for curbside freight pickup at their own expense. Tracker Safe
does not cover any costs to package, remove or install the safe.
To receive support under Tracker Safe’s Limited Lifetime Warranty the purchaser must provide the
following:
1) Proof of Purchase
2) Warranty Registration Form
3) Written Testimonial
4) Pictures of the damaged safe
5) A police or fire department report
6) Insurance Documents
Warranty Registration Form: The warranty registration form is located in the Tracker Safe Owner
Use and Care Manual that came with the safe. To validate this warranty, the original purchaser
must fill out the warranty registration form and mail it to Tracker Safe within sixty (60) days of
purchase.
The above warranty is given in place of all other warranties and assurances, whether expressed
or implied, including warranties to fitness for purpose, quality, or merchantability. Tracker Safe
accepts no liability, under any circumstances, for any incidental or consequential damage or loss
suffered by anyone, or to any property, as a result of using or being unable to use the safe.
Any claims arising from this limited warranty shall be resolved in the State of Washington and
Washington law will apply to any dispute.
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Tracker Safe
Warranty Registraion form
Please provide us with a copy of your receipt along with this
registration form within sixty (60) days from original purchase
date.

Name: ________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________
City:__________________________________________
State:_____________Zip:_____________
Phone:________________________________
Email:_________________________________
Date of Purchase:__________________
Model Number:__________________________________
Safe Serial Number: :______________________________
Purchased From:_________________________________
Comments:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Mail to:
Tracker Safe LLC
6317 NE 63rd Street
Vancouver, WA 98661
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